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Address questions, e.g.,  

the origin of the proton mass or 

transverse forces on quark.
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Collinear picture

Francesca Giordano

Parton Distribution Functions 
Collinear case

6

Partonic Interpretation

Accessible in various reactions:
Universal!

Factorizable in the cross-section!

x-dependence=

1D! C
ha
pt
er
2

2.2. The interpretation of TMD

PDF probabilistic interpretation chiral properties

f q1 (x) chiral-even

gq1 (x) chiral-even

hq1 (x) chiral-odd

legend
transverse and longitudinal nucleon polarisation

transverse and longitudinal quark polarisation

Table 2.1.: Pictorial representation and chiral properties of the leading-twist PDF: The notation of
the quark distribution functions uses the letters f ,g,h specifying the quark polarisation
and a subscript indicating leading-twist (digit 1) or subleading-twist distributions (digit
2). Unpolarised quarks are denoted as f , longitudinally (transversely) polarised quarks as
g (h). The dependence of the PDF on the quark flavour is included as superscript q.

whereas the amplitude that defines the transversity distribution involves a helicity flip:

hq1 (x)⇥ℑ[A+�,�+]. (2.17)

The momentum distribution (figure 2.2) and the helicity distribution (figure 2.3) have been mea-
sured accurately in a variety of experiments. The measurement of the transversity distribution is
hampered by its chiral properties. In the infinite momentum frame, where quark masses can be ne-
glected, helicity and chirality properties of quarks are identical. Thus, the transversity distribution is
associated with both a helicity and chirality flip and known as a chiral-odd function. Chiral symmetry
can be dynamically broken for quark distribution (or fragmentation) functions which are described
by non-perturbative QCD. But chirality is conserved for all perturbative QCD and electroweak pro-
cesses such as inclusive measurements of deep-inelastic scattering. Hence, the transversity distribu-
tion can only be studied in interactions involving another chiral-odd (distribution or fragmentation)
function. One example is an analysis of the Collins mechanism which is sensitive to transversity in
conjunction with a chiral-odd fragmentation function (section 2.3).
Another consequence of the chiral properties is the simple scale-dependence of the transversity

distribution. A helicity flip of spin-1 gluons would require a change of the nucleons’ helicities by
|Λ�Λ⇤| = 2. Thus, there is no analogon of transversity for gluons in a nucleon. Contrary to the
momentum and helicity distributions, transversity does not mix with gluons under Q2-evolution, i.e.
there is no sea-quark contribution and transversity decreases slowly towards zero with increasingQ2.

2.2. The interpretation of TMD
Leading twist effects are associated with quark-quark correlations; quark-gluon correlations enter at
subleading twist. In section 2.1.3, the leading twist parametrisation of the nucleon structure is dis-
cussed in terms of the momentum f q1 (x), helicity gq1 (x) and transversity h

q
1 (x) distributions. Omit-

ting also here the weak scale dependence, the three parton distribution functions depend only on the
Bjorken scaling variable x, representing in the infinite momentum frame the longitudinal momentum
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twist O(1/Qt!2) Name Helicity Amplitude Measurement Chirality

Two f1 A1 1
2 ,1 1

2
+ A1! 1

2 ,1! 1
2

Spin average Even

Two g1 A1 1
2 ,1 1

2
!A1! 1

2 ,1! 1
2

Helicity di!erence Even

Two h1 A0 1
2 ,1! 1

2
Helicity flip Odd

Three e A1 1
2
!
,1 1

2
+ A1! 1

2 ,1! 1
2

Spin average Odd

Three hL A1 1
2
!
,1 1

2
!A1! 1

2 ,1! 1
2

Helicity di!erence Odd

Three gT A0 1
2
!
,1! 1

2
Helicity flip Even

Table 4. Nucleon structure functions classified according to their twist and target helicities.

of quark bilocal operators,

! d!

2"
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"

PS|#̄(0)$µ#(!n)|PS
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$

f1(x)pµ + M2f4(x)nµ
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+ hL(x)M(pµn" ! p"nµ)S · n
+ h3(x)M(S"µn" ! S""nµ)}, (4.4)

Some twist-four distributions (f4, g3, and h3) appear in these matrix elements. However,
they are joined by many other quark-quark and quark-gluon distributions from which they
cannot be separated, so there is no point in keeping track of them in this analysis.

4.3.1. Nucleon Spin Structure at Twist-Two

f1, g1 and h1 are twist-two, i.e. they scale modulo logarithms. They can be projected out of
the general decompositions, eq. (4.4),

f1(x) =
! d!

4"
ei!x"P |#̄(0)n/#(!n)|P #

g1(x) =
! d!

4"
ei!x"PS#|#̄(0)n/$5#(!n)|PS##

h1(x) =
! d!

4"
ei!x"PS"|#̄(0)[S/", n/]$5#(!n)|PS"# (4.5)
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whereas the amplitude that defines the transversity distribution involves a helicity flip:

hq1 (x)⇥ℑ[A+�,�+]. (2.17)

The momentum distribution (figure 2.2) and the helicity distribution (figure 2.3) have been mea-
sured accurately in a variety of experiments. The measurement of the transversity distribution is
hampered by its chiral properties. In the infinite momentum frame, where quark masses can be ne-
glected, helicity and chirality properties of quarks are identical. Thus, the transversity distribution is
associated with both a helicity and chirality flip and known as a chiral-odd function. Chiral symmetry
can be dynamically broken for quark distribution (or fragmentation) functions which are described
by non-perturbative QCD. But chirality is conserved for all perturbative QCD and electroweak pro-
cesses such as inclusive measurements of deep-inelastic scattering. Hence, the transversity distribu-
tion can only be studied in interactions involving another chiral-odd (distribution or fragmentation)
function. One example is an analysis of the Collins mechanism which is sensitive to transversity in
conjunction with a chiral-odd fragmentation function (section 2.3).
Another consequence of the chiral properties is the simple scale-dependence of the transversity

distribution. A helicity flip of spin-1 gluons would require a change of the nucleons’ helicities by
|Λ�Λ⇤| = 2. Thus, there is no analogon of transversity for gluons in a nucleon. Contrary to the
momentum and helicity distributions, transversity does not mix with gluons under Q2-evolution, i.e.
there is no sea-quark contribution and transversity decreases slowly towards zero with increasingQ2.

2.2. The interpretation of TMD
Leading twist effects are associated with quark-quark correlations; quark-gluon correlations enter at
subleading twist. In section 2.1.3, the leading twist parametrisation of the nucleon structure is dis-
cussed in terms of the momentum f q1 (x), helicity gq1 (x) and transversity h

q
1 (x) distributions. Omit-

ting also here the weak scale dependence, the three parton distribution functions depend only on the
Bjorken scaling variable x, representing in the infinite momentum frame the longitudinal momentum
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Some twist-four distributions (f4, g3, and h3) appear in these matrix elements. However,
they are joined by many other quark-quark and quark-gluon distributions from which they
cannot be separated, so there is no point in keeping track of them in this analysis.

4.3.1. Nucleon Spin Structure at Twist-Two

f1, g1 and h1 are twist-two, i.e. they scale modulo logarithms. They can be projected out of
the general decompositions, eq. (4.4),
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Multi-parton distributions at the EIC
Large range of Q2 values, includes smallish x regions  

Golden channel 

fully inclusive DIS: ALT

Complementary to fixed-target experiments (HERMES, CLAS,…)Sandbox for factorization and evolution studies

Silver channel 

semi-inclusive DIS: ALU

Collinear observables. 
Plethora of interesting TMD, GPD higher-twist observables not considered here

subWG: Avakian, Burkardt, AC, Gamberg, Pitonyak, Sato, Schweitzer, Vossen

⇒ gT ⇒ e
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Extraction of gT(x)

global fit of g1 & g2  by JAM [PRD93]


world data + CLAS (W2>4GeV2) +TMC


kinematic reduction to twist-2 PDFs: 
Wandzura-Wilczek approximation


beyond WW

➡ quark-gluon-quark interaction


➡ zero modes 

constrained by D related to g2


➡ constrained by sum rules


➡ sum rules for genuine contribution: d2 

Adapted from Nobuo Sato’s explanations
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88 7.1. GLOBAL PROPERTIES AND PARTON STRUCTURE OF HADRONS

lishes the structure function gT as the most prominent observable to study multi-
parton correlations at the EIC. Figure 7.27 shows the projected impact of the EIC
data on gT. The yellow band shows the uncertainty from DIS world data on the
double-spin asymmetries ALL and ALT within the JAM analysis framework [96],
assuming DGLAP evolution for the Q2-dependence. The impact from EIC pseudo-
data is reflected by the red band. The EIC data will allow for entirely new insights
on the PDF gq

T(x) and as such on multi-parton correlations and the interactions of
the struck quark with the partons around it.

10�4 10�3 10�2 10�1 x
�0.06

�0.04

�0.02

0.00

0.02

0.04

x
g

T

Proton

EIC
Accessible

JAM

+EIC

10�3 10�2 10�1 x
Q2 = m2

c

Neutron

Figure 7.27: Impact of EIC measurements on the structure function gT , using proton,
deuteron and helium targets at L = 100 fb�1, with 1.6% point-by-point uncorrelated sys-
tematic uncertainties. The baseline structure functions g1 and gT are extracted from the
existing world data on ALL and ALT within the JAM framework. The extraction of gT was
done using a suitable parametrization for the x-dependence at the input scale and assuming
DGLAP for the Q2-dependence.

Twist-3 PDF eq(x) from semi-inclusive DIS

The twist-3 PDF eq(x) can be decomposed into three contributions [252] through
QCD equations of motion. The first one is a d(x)-singularity related to the pion-
nucleon sigma term and the non-trivial QCD vacuum structure [211,253–257]. The
second term ẽq(x) is related to a genuine q̄gq contribution with the aforementioned
force interpretation [215]. The third term is proportional to the quark mass and
the unpolarized PDF f q

1 (x). In the bag model, eq(x) is due to the bag bound-
ary [258,259], while constituent quark models feature the mass term as being dom-
inant [252,260–265]. Phenomenologically, the chiral-odd PDF eq(x) must be paired
to another chiral-odd object, associated with fragmentation for deep-inelastic pro-
cesses. This is analogous to the extraction of the transversity described in Sec. 7.2.3.
In Fig. 7.28 the theoretical predictions are shown for the contribution of eq(x) to
the beam-spin asymmetry in semi-inclusive di-hadron production, calculated in
collinear factorization at leading order. This asymmetry receives a contribution
not only from eq(x) but also from a term involving a twist-3 di-hadron fragmenta-
tion function [225]. The latter has not been considered here [220]. The uncertainties
in Fig. 7.28 come from the envelope of the uncertainties on the interference frag-

Accessible through fully DIS
Golden: gT(x)

gT=g1+g2


JAM+EIC:


hints of non-vanishing twist-3 effect in DIS


extend to genuine twist-3 with EIC


study the scale dependence/factorization


complementarity of x range


Projections: expected error EIC with proton, 
deuteron & helium target

gT = gWW
T + g̃T
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Collinear PDFs in SIDIS

Pinpoint partners for chiral-odd PDFs 

 Dihadron Fragmentation Functions can be chiral-odd


 Phenomenologically tested for the twist-2 transversity PDF

Semi-inclusive production of two hadrons [19,21] offers
an alternative way to access transversity, where the chiral-
odd partner of transversity is represented by the DiFF H!

1
[47], which relates the transverse spin of the quark to the
azimuthal orientation of the two-hadron plane. This func-
tion is at present unknown. Very recently, the HERMES
collaboration has reported measurements of the asymmetry
containing the product h1H!

1 [48]. The COMPASS col-
laboration has also presented analogous preliminary results
[49]. In the meanwhile, the BELLE collaboration is plan-
ning to measure the fragmentation functions H!

1 in the near
future [50,51].

In this context, it seems of great importance to devise a
way to model DiFF. From the theoretical side, this can help
in understanding what are the essential building blocks and
mechanisms involved in dihadron fragmentation. It can
also provide guidance for fits to data and further phenome-
nological studies. From the experimental side, a model
could be useful to study the effects of cuts and acceptance,
to estimate the size of observables in different processes
and kinematical regimes. Our work is not the first one in
this direction [21,47,52]. The model presented here is close
to the one discussed in Ref. [47]. However, for the first time
we are able to fix the parameters by comparing our unpo-
larized DiFF D1 with the output of the PYTHIA event
generator [53] tuned for HERMES [54]. Then, without
introducing extra parameters, we make predictions for
the polarized DiFF H!

1 and the related SSA involving the
transversity distribution h1.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the basic formalism of DiFF and of SIDIS cross section for
two-hadron production. In Sec. III, we describe our model
for the fragmentation of a quark into two unpolarized
hadrons and give analytic results for DiFF calculated in
this model. In Sec. IV, we fix the parameters of the model
by comparing it to the output of the PYTHIA event gen-
erator tuned for HERMES kinematics. In Sec. V, we show
numerical predictions for the DiFF and for the above-
mentioned SSA in the kinematics explored by the
HERMES [48] and COMPASS collaborations [49].
Finally, in Sec. VI we draw some conclusions.

II. BASICS OF DIHADRON FRAGMENTATION
FUNCTIONS

Dihadron fragmentation functions are involved in the
description of the fragmentation process q ! !!!"X.
The quark has momentum k. The two pions have masses
m! # 0:140 GeV, momenta P1 and P2, respectively, and
invariant mass Mh (considered to be much smaller than the
hard scale of the process, e.g., the virtuality of the photon,
Q, in SIDIS). We introduce the vectors Ph # P1 ! P2
and R # $P1 " P2%=2. We describe a 4-vector a as
&a"; a!; ax; ay', i.e. in terms of its light cone components
a( # $a0 ( a3%=

!!!
2

p
and its transverse spatial components.

We introduce the light cone fraction z # P"
h =k

" and the
polar angle ", being the angle between the direction of P1
in the pair’s center of mass and the direction of Ph in the
lab frame [55], so that the relevant momenta can be written
as

 k# #
"
P"
h

z
;
z$k2 ! ~k2T%

2P"
h

; kxT; k
y
T

#
; (1)

 P#
h #

"
P"
h ;

M2
h

2P"
h
; 0; 0

#
; (2)

 

R# #
"j ~RjP"

h

Mh
cos";" j ~RjMh

2P"
h

cos"; Rx
T; R

y
T

#

#
"j ~RjP"

h

Mh
cos";" j ~RjMh

2P"
h

cos";

) j ~Rj sin" cos$R; j ~Rj sin" sin$R

#
; (3)

where1

 j ~Rj # Mh

2

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1" 4m2

!

M2
h

s
; (4)

and $R is defined later in Eq. (15) (see also Fig. 1). It is
useful to compute the scalar products

 Ph * R # 0; (5)

 Ph * k # M2
h

2z
! z

k2 ! j ~kT j2
2

; (6)

 

Ph

Ph

P2

P1

RT

S S
!

!
R

two!hadron plane

scattering plane

l l’

q

FIG. 1 (color online). Angles involved in the measurement of
the transverse single-spin asymmetry in deep-inelastic produc-
tion of two hadrons in the current region.

1Note that there is a misprint in the expressions for j ~Rj in
Eq. (27) of Ref. [55] and in Eq. (23) of Ref. [28].
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n!
!"n!!

!!
!2
Q
qT
!"n!!

!#
!2
Q

#pT!kT$
!,

n#
!"n#!

! , #31$

aT
!"g!

!%aT%!
!2
Q
a! T•q! Tn#

!

&aT!
! #

!2
Q
a! T•#p! T!k!T$n#

! ,

where aT
! is a generic transverse four-vector, n$! are the

lightlike vectors considered in the! frame, and the analogue
of the transverse projection operators of Eq. #1$ are

g!
!%"g!%!n#

'!n!!
%( , )!

!%&)*+!%n#*n!+! . #32$

As an example of the difference between the T and the !
frames, in Fig. 5 we sketch the vectors RT and RT! . As
expressed in Eq. #31$, the difference between the two vectors
is of order 1/Q #exagerated in the drawing$. The difference
between the angles ,R and ,R! and between !R! T! and !R! T!!
is of order 1/Q2; therefore it can be neglected in our analy-
sis.

The hadronic tensor, integrated upon the transverse cm
momentum of the hadron pair, reads

2MW!%"32z Tr" z2# dp! Tdk!T-
[#]#x ,p! T ,S $.

!/ [!]#z ,k!T ,R $.
%$!32z Tr".0

.!

Q!2
.%-A

[#]0#x ,S $.!/#z ,R $$
!32z Tr".!

.!

Q!2
.0/#z ,R $.

%.0-A
[#]0†#x ,S $.0$!32z Tr".%

.#

Q!2
.0-#x ,S $.!.0/A

[!]0†#z ,R $.0$
!32z Tr".0

.#

Q!2
.!/A

[!]0#z ,R $.%-#x ,S $$ . #33$

FIG. 3. Relevant diagrams at the leading and subleading twist for the semi-inclusive DIS of a lepton on a hadronic target with detection

of two hadrons in the same current fragmentation region. The shaded blobs represent the contribution of all unsuppressed longitudinal

gluons, while the gluon lines represent all possible contributions from transverse gluon fields #see text$.

TWO-HADRON SEMI-INCLUSIVE PRODUCTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 074026 #2004$

074026-7

e.g. [Bacchetta & Radici, PRD69]
 extracted in e+e- at Belle [A.C., Bacchetta, Radici & Bianconi, PRD85]


 collinear extraction of the transversity PDF [Bacchetta, AC & Radici, PRL107 and follow-ups]                                   

J
H
E
P
0
5
(
2
0
1
5
)
1
2
3

Figure 3. The ratio R(z,Mh) of eq. (3.10) as a function of z at Q2
0 = 1GeV2 for three di!erent

Mh = 0.4GeV (lower band at z ! 0.8), Mh = 0.8GeV (mid band at z ! 0.8), and Mh = 1GeV
(upper band at z ! 0.8). Left panel for results obtained with !s(M2

Z) = 0.125, right panel with
!s(M2

Z) = 0.139. For the calculation of the uncertainty bands see details in the text.

realistic estimate of the statistical uncertainty on DiFFs. In fact, we noticed that the mini-

mization often pushes the theoretical functions towards their upper or lower bounds, where

the "2 does no longer display a quadratic dependence upon the parameters. Instead, the

Monte Carlo approach does not rely on the prerequisites for the standard Hessian method

to be valid. Although the minimization is performed on the function defined in eq. (3.9),

the agreement of the N theoretical outcomes with the original Belle data is better ex-

pressed in terms of the standard "2 function [30]. The "2 can be obtained by replacing

Hexp
ij, r in eq. (3.9) with the corresponding value inferred from the original data set without

Gaussian noise.

We show our results through the following ratio:

R(z,Mh) =
|R|
Mh

H!u
1 (z,Mh;Q2

0)

Du
1 (z,Mh;Q2

0)
, (3.10)

where both DiFFs are summed over all fragmentation channels and the ratio is evaluated

at the hadronic scale Q2
0 = 1GeV2. In figure 2, we consider the ratio R as a function

of the invariant mass Mh for three di!erent values of the fractional energy z: z = 0.25

(shortest band), z = 0.45 (lower band at Mh ! 1.2GeV), and z = 0.65 (upper band at

Mh ! 1.2GeV). The left panel displays the results with !s(M2
Z) = 0.125, the right one

with !s(M2
Z) = 0.139. Each band corresponds to the 68% of all N = 100 replicas, produced

by rejecting the largest and lowest 16% of the replicas’ values for each (z,Mh) point. The

shortest band (for z = 0.25) stops around Mh ! 0.9GeV because there are no experimental

data at higher invariant masses for such low values of z. In this kinematic range, the fit is

much less constrained and, consequently, the uncertainty band becomes larger. Comparing

the two panels reveals a mild sensitivity of the results to the choice of !s(M2
Z), hence of

"QCD. Figure 2 represents an update of the upper panel of figure 6 in ref. [10], with a more

realistic estimate of the statistical uncertainty on the polarized DiFF H!
1 .

In figure 3, the same quantity R of eq. (3.10) is plotted as a function of z for three

di!erent values of the invariant mass: Mh = 0.4GeV (lower band at z ! 0.8), Mh =

0.8GeV (mid band at z ! 0.8), and Mh = 1GeV (upper band at z ! 0.8). Again, the left

– 8 –

chiral-odd DiFF

unpolarized DiFF

 we get the ratio R that is universal (transportable) up to evolution effects

See Nobuo Sato’s talk
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Extraction of e(x)

e+e-  from Belle & SIDIS proton target from 

CLAS     [PRL126 (2021)] 

CLAS12 [2101.04842]


Preliminary point-by-point extraction [1405.7659]


Sketch:

ALU / twist-3 PDF⇥ twist-2 FF + twist-2 PDF⇥ twist-3 FF

unpolarized
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known twist-2 quantities

non-vanishing twist-3 effects
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Extraction of e(x)

e+e-  from Belle & SIDIS proton target from 

CLAS     [PRL126 (2021)] 

CLAS12 [2101.04842]


Preliminary point-by-point extraction [1405.7659]
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ALU / twist-3 PDF⇥ twist-2 FF + twist-2 PDF⇥ twist-3 FF

unpolarized
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Warnings:


“WW” approximation: e(x) × twist-2 DiFF term


update of [1405.7659]

non-vanishing twist-3 effects
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Preliminary extraction update: [1405.7659]


Fit, work in progress [Avakian, AC, López, Miramontes, Mirazita]


Physical content:

eq(x) = eqloc(x) + eqgen(x) + eqmass(x)
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genuine qGq interaction
quark mass term 


proportional to twist-2 PDFs

not quite WW-like

“local” term

Z 1
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Preliminary extraction update: [1405.7659]


Fit, work in progress [Avakian, AC, López, Miramontes, Mirazita]
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Some nonperturbative effects expected in the small(ish)-x region
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Mass term, mq=50MeV
smeared δ term

Schematic models for illustration purpose only!
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Extraction of e(x)
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90 7.1. GLOBAL PROPERTIES AND PARTON STRUCTURE OF HADRONS
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Figure 7.28: Beam-spin asymmetry in semi-inclusive di-hadron production. Predictions cor-
responding to Q2 = 1 GeV2 based on the di-hadron fragmentation functions of Ref. [266],
low-energy models for the twist-3 PDF eq(x) and unpolarized PDFs from MSTW08 at lead-
ing order [270] (see also text). The upper and lower panels show two different energy
configuration. The left (blue) and right (green) plots correspond, respectively, to the frag-
mentation kinematics of (0.2 < z < 0.3, 0.7 GeV < Mh < 0.8 GeV) and (0.6 < z < 0.7,
0.9 GeV < Mh < 1.2 GeV), where z is the longitudinal momentum fraction of the di-hadron
pair and Mh its invariant mass. The bands give the envelope of the model projections dis-
cussed in the text, folded with the uncertainty of the interference fragmentation function.
The projected statistical uncertainties are plotted at zero.

where Y+ = 1 + (1 � y)2.

The standard pQCD approach to inclusive diffraction is based on the collinear
factorization [273–275]. The cross section is computed by the convolution of the
perturbative partonic cross section and the diffractive parton distribution func-
tions (DPDFs). The DPDFs are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations
with appropriately chosen initial conditions at some initial scale. At HERA fits to
the diffractive structure functions were performed by H1 [276] and ZEUS [277].
They both parametrize the DPDFs in a two-component model, containing contri-
butions from Pomeron and Reggeon exchange. In both cases the proton-vertex
factorization is assumed, meaning that the diffractive exchange can be interpreted
as colourless objects called a “Pomeron” or a “Reggeon”, with an appropriate par-
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Figure 7.28: Beam-spin asymmetry in semi-inclusive di-hadron production. Predictions cor-
responding to Q2 = 1 GeV2 based on the di-hadron fragmentation functions of Ref. [266],
low-energy models for the twist-3 PDF eq(x) and unpolarized PDFs from MSTW08 at lead-
ing order [270] (see also text). The upper and lower panels show two different energy
configuration. The left (blue) and right (green) plots correspond, respectively, to the frag-
mentation kinematics of (0.2 < z < 0.3, 0.7 GeV < Mh < 0.8 GeV) and (0.6 < z < 0.7,
0.9 GeV < Mh < 1.2 GeV), where z is the longitudinal momentum fraction of the di-hadron
pair and Mh its invariant mass. The bands give the envelope of the model projections dis-
cussed in the text, folded with the uncertainty of the interference fragmentation function.
The projected statistical uncertainties are plotted at zero.

where Y+ = 1 + (1 � y)2.

The standard pQCD approach to inclusive diffraction is based on the collinear
factorization [273–275]. The cross section is computed by the convolution of the
perturbative partonic cross section and the diffractive parton distribution func-
tions (DPDFs). The DPDFs are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations
with appropriately chosen initial conditions at some initial scale. At HERA fits to
the diffractive structure functions were performed by H1 [276] and ZEUS [277].
They both parametrize the DPDFs in a two-component model, containing contri-
butions from Pomeron and Reggeon exchange. In both cases the proton-vertex
factorization is assumed, meaning that the diffractive exchange can be interpreted
as colourless objects called a “Pomeron” or a “Reggeon”, with an appropriate par-

Silver: e(x)
Accessible through DiFF SIDIS: ALU

EIC error projections (from transversity studies)


Models × DiFFs predictions


LC model [Pasquini & Rodini, PLB 788] 


made-up mass-term contribution with mq=300MeV 


span in Q2 suitable for evolution studies


complementary small-x range


small asymmetries


caution…
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Roadmap for an access of multi-parton distributions

Technical points 

evolution over ratios:  

no cancellation expected for twist-3 numerators 

study of evolution for genuine twist 3 

study of factorization 

denominator for low Q2:  

study of multiplicities (ex: CLAS12 [Soto, Mirazita et al…]) 

rôle of unpolarized PDFs at low Q2 

twist-3 PDF(⇥twist-2 FF)

unpolarized
<latexit sha1_base64="KIQUe2GV46jgGrCjn2pn/kSJQ4g=">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</latexit>

Dihadron specifics 

upgraded version of DiFFs 

rôle of twist-3 fragmentation 

asymmetry & flavor combinations  

⇒  complementarity of observables: e.g. AUL
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Conclusions

Access to multi-parton dynamics through genuine twist-3 contributions at the EIC 

highlight on twist-3 collinear PDFs, specifically: gT and e 

challenge for global (and not so global) analyses 

unveil aspects of hadron dynamics: nonperturbative picture  

IR2@EIC: necessary coverage in (x,Q2) to go to the next level 
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challenge for global (and not so global) analyses 

unveil aspects of hadron dynamics: nonperturbative picture  

IR2@EIC: necessary coverage in (x,Q2) to go to the next level 

Roots of the future (to feed our thoughts) 

AN studies 

Lambda related asymmetries 

TMD-PDF twist relations
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Conclusions

Access to multi-parton dynamics through genuine twist-3 contributions at the EIC 

highlight on twist-3 collinear PDFs, specifically: gT and e 

challenge for global (and not so global) analyses 

unveil aspects of hadron dynamics: nonperturbative picture  

IR2@EIC: necessary coverage in (x,Q2) to go to the next level 

Long way 
efforts will need peoplepower 

coordination of efforts from many fronts

Roots of the future (to feed our thoughts) 

AN studies 

Lambda related asymmetries 

TMD-PDF twist relations


